
David Coburn says NO to a Brexit
Transition Period – LET’S BREXIT NOW

As I predicted, the Tory Brexit deal, is destroying the Scottish Fishing
industry, over this 2-year period. It seems that Lib Lab Con & the SNP all
prefer the EU running our fishing grounds. 

As the only pro-Brexit Scottish MEP, I will continue to fight, alone if
necessary, for Scottish fishermen!

All those involved in the Brexit deal, claim they don’t want to see a hard
border in Northern Ireland, so why is there any issue? If nobody wants it,
then don’t do it! 

The EU are playing dangerous & disingenuous games!

The continuation of free movement during the transition period due to
the Brexit deal, not only ignores the voters of the UK, but it also smacks of
a desire to flood the UK with migrants to change our voting demographic. 

Just like Labour did in the not so distant past!

If there are no British MEP’s, then there should be NO Transitional period!
Our taxes pay for this nonsense and taxation without representation is a
dictatorship!

Britain cannot become a colony of Brussels, for 2 days, let alone 2 years,
with Zero MEP’s or seats at the table!

Our unity may intimidate them, but it’s none of their business!
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”IT’S A TOTAL BETRAYAL” – MIKE HOOKEM
MEP RESPONDS TO EU TRANSITION DEAL
THAT WILL KEEP UK IN COMMON FISHERIES
POLICY
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”Keeping UK fishers tied to EU for another two years will kill the fishing
industry” says UKIP fisheries spokesman.
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“Those People Will Do Everything They
Can To Frustrate It” – William
Dartmouth MEP on Brexit Negotiations &
Westminster Politicians

William Dartmouth MEP condemned the constant Brexit delays by Remain
politicians, in both the House of Commons, and House of Lords, when
interviewed on The Westcountry Debate, ITV’s South West region politics
programme last night [15th March 2018].
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UKIP MEPS withdraw from Russian
Presidential Election Scrutiny

Three UKIP MEPs were due to travel to Russia today as part of a long standing
European Parliamentary delegation to scrutinise the Russian Presidential
Election process. 

UKIP Interim Leader, Gerard Batten, made the decision today that it would not
appropriate for UKIP MEPs to take part in this delegation.
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Government failures on Casey will
prove be a massive mistake

With appalling timing after the revelations out of Telford where 1000’s of
girls were systematically raped and in some cases murdered over a period of
40 years by gangs of largely Muslim men, the Government has watered down the
recommendations of the Casey report commissioned after the earlier Rotherham
rape gang scandal.
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